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Operando tomographic microscopy during laser-
based powder bed fusion of alumina
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Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) of oxide ceramics enables fabrication of objects with

complex three-dimensional shapes. However, mechanical properties of dense LPBF-

manufactured ceramics are poor due to large amount of structural defects. Here, we per-

form the operando tomographic microscopy during LPBF of a magnetite-modified alumina to

gain a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms. The effect of the laser energy

density on the surface roughness, powder denudation zone and porosity formation

mechanisms are investigated. Increasing laser power results in significant increase of the

melt pool width, but not its depth and no melt pool depression is observed. Forces due to the

recoil pressure are not seen to significantly influence the melt pool dynamics. Increasing

power allows to avoid fusion porosity but enhances formation of spherical porosity that is

formed by either reaching boiling point of liquid alumina, or by introducing gas bubbles by

injection of hollow powder particles into the liquid.
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Additive manufacturing (AM) offers unique design free-
dom in the fabrication of complex three-dimensional
shapes. Consequently, in recent years, AM technologies

have expanded into multiple sectors, such as aerospace, auto-
motive industry1,2 and medicine3. One of the already commer-
cialized AM techniques for metals and polymers is Laser-based
Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF). In LPBF, parts are built up by
sequentially adding precursor powder layers, followed by their
selective consolidation by means of a laser, resulting in the den-
sification of consecutive slices of a three-dimensional object4. The
success of LPBF for producing metallic components with complex
shapes has motivated scientists to investigate the possibility to use
this technique for net shape ceramic parts, as their machining and
shaping using conventional methods is challenging, time con-
suming and expensive due to their hardness and brittleness.
However, laser-based AM of oxide ceramics implies additional
challenges as compared to metals due to their significantly higher
melting temperature, high viscosity, poor thermal shock resis-
tance and poor absorption of laser light, as it is demonstrated in
literature on LPBF of alumina5–10 and zirconia9,11,12. The latter
challenge can be well mitigated by introducing light absorption
additives, such as carbon6,13,14, titanium carbide10,15 or other
metal oxides16–19. However, the issue of structural defect for-
mation, such as pores and cracks, which is related to the extreme
temperature gradients from high heating and cooling rates
combined with low heat conductivity and high Young’s modulus,
remains unsolved. The type and amount of defects as well as the
final morphology of the samples depend strongly on the powder
properties20 and the laser scanning parameters such as laser
power, scanning speed, laser spot size and hatch distance21. This
dependence as well as effects of post processing have been widely
studied, mainly based on simulations22–25 and ex situ char-
acterization techniques, such as XRD5,17,26, optical27 and electron
microscopy19,28. The effect of laser parameters on roughness,
porosity and other structural defects is frequently investigated
after manufacturing using X-ray19,29–31 and neutron32

tomography.
The manufacturing of defect-free, high performance materials

requires understanding of defect formation mechanisms and
microstructural development as a function of process parameters.
For that purpose, multiple in situ and operando techniques have
been developed. This includes, for instance the observation of
sputter formation using a high-speed camera33, IR imaging34, or
two wavelength high-speed-imaging thermography to measure
operando thermal gradients and cooling rates during LPBF35.

In particular, operando techniques for LPBF process studies
have been developed worldwide at synchrotrons, providing direct
“live” insight into this complex manufacturing process36. This is
reflected by numerous recent publications from such facilities, as
the Swiss Light Source (SLS)28,37–40, Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Light source (SSRL)41–43 Diamond Light Source
(DLS)44–46, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)47

and the Argonne National Laboratory’s Advanced Photon Source
(APS)36,48.

Operando and in situ diffraction studies performed during
LPBF allow for observation of phase transformations occurring
prior and after melting and solidification as well as evaluation of
temperature profiles and cooling rates37,39,40,49, while in situ
X-ray radiography provides invaluable knowledge about melt
pool dynamics49–52 and formation of defects such as cracks39,53

and porosity51,54,55. Thanks to the rapid progress in detector and
synchrotron development, X-ray radiography benefits from a
high temporal resolution allowing frame rates up to 5MHz56

suitable for observing fluctuations of the keyhole, sputtering or
powder particles ejection57. For metals, high-speed X-ray radio-
graphy studies, have shown that porosity formation mechanisms

are strongly dependent on the melt pool dynamics. Pores can be
formed because of keyhole fluctuation and due to trapping pores
at the end of a scanning track when the laser is turned off22,24,43

or because of a lack of fusion. Keyhole pores typically have a high
sphericity and are directly linked to the specific melt pool shape
attributed to too high energy density. In contrast, lack of fusion
results in elongated, irregularly shaped pores, which depend on
the melt pool size, scanning pattern and wetting process between
the substrate and the liquid phase.

However, not all phenomena occurring during the LPBF pro-
cess can be observed with 2-dimensional imaging, because X-ray
radiographic imaging provides a signal averaged over the pene-
tration depth. Therefore, radiography must be recorded only for
thin samples (usually of the order of 0.4 mm) even for X-ray
energy ensuring higher penetration depth, because of the poor
contrast.

Operando radiography of LPBF is usually performed during
one or a few laser tracks scanned perpendicular to the X-ray
beam. In such measurements, it is not possible to spatially
separate features along the beam direction, and thus, to link their
location to the current laser position or to observe the interaction
between scanning tracks. For such experiments, there is no
powder on the side of the printed walls, but only at the top. In
case of tomography, powder is in the x-ray beam path is not
an issue.

Many features, such as cracks or non-spherical pores can be
detected only if they are well aligned with the X-ray beam.
Moreover, any movement of liquid phase pores or powder par-
ticles, as well as crack propagation, can be observed only if it
occurs parallel to the image plane.

In contrast, tomographic microscopy, a 3D imaging technique,
allows to see defects that are oriented in any direction as well as to
observe their motion in all directions. Single scan lines can be
clearly distinguished and it is possible to distinguish between
material being deposited during the imaging, and material that
was solidified during deposition of the previous layer. Some
advantages of 3D imaging in additive manufacturing were
demonstrated by tomography studies performed before and after
laser scanning single layers at ESRF48. Thus, 3D imaging provides
more detailed insight into the dynamic changes of the mor-
phology allowing for observation of defect formation in the whole
3-dimensional manufactured object, which is more representative
for the real process.

4D imaging, i.e., time-dependent 3D imaging, offers additional
advantages. For instance, many microstructural features can be
tracked by various ex situ techniques. However, only 4D imaging
allows for the simultaneous observation of the various processes
that led to these features, providing a deeper inside into their
interplay.

Performing fast tomographic imaging is much more complex
and challenging than radiography, since the observed object has
to rotate during acquisition. Recent developments of synchrotron
tomographic microscopy enabled ultrafast measurements allow-
ing for 3D investigation of dynamic processes58–60. Currently the
highest reported time resolution of tomographic microscopy is
1000 tps (tomograms per second)58, which required a rotation of
a sample with a frequency of 500 Hz.

Laser scanning speeds during LPBF of ceramics are in range
from 1 to 100 mm/s10,15,19,61, which is compatible with the cur-
rent state-of-the-art fast 4D imaging. Indeed, at a laser scanning
speed of 10 mm/s and an acquisition rate of 1000 tps, the laser
spot moves by only 10 µm between each tomogram. For this
range, the achievable tomogram rate is already compatible with
typical laser velocities for ceramics, as for instance for 10 mm/s
laser scanning speed and acquisition with 1000 tps, the laser spot
would move by 10 μm during acquisition of one tomogram. Thus,
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these parameters would allow to directly link the appearance of
certain features with the melt pool dynamics. However, rotating
turning a sample including the powder bed at such a high-speed
induces centrifugal forces large enough to affect the powder sta-
bility. This severely limits the maximum achievable time
resolution.

In this paper, we present a new method, based on magnetism,
to assure powder stability during high-speed rotation, which
allows to perform operando tomographic microscopy experiment
during LPBF of a magnetite-modified alumina with a temporal
resolution of 100 tps. The presented experiments allowed for real
time 4D visualization of a melt pool and for observation of its
dynamics. Moreover, these results provide an insight into pro-
cesses underlying the structural defect formation.

Results
Operando X-ray tomography during laser powder bed fusion.
In order to visualize the microstructure evolution in 3D during
LPBF, operando X-ray tomographic microscopy experiments
were performed on the TOMCAT beamline at the Swiss Light
Source (SLS) (Fig. 1). A 20W pulsed laser with a wavelength of
532 nm and a pulse duration of 1.5 ns was focussed to a spot size
of 135 µm on the powder bed. Successive powder layers of 40 µm
were deposited onto the substrate mounted inside a 3 mm boron-
nitride cylinder. A permanent magnet mounted below the sub-
strate counteracts the centrifugal forces experienced by the
powder during rotation of the cylinder.

The scanning pattern was composed of 5 concentric circles
with a 200 μm hatch spacing, resulting in cylindrical samples of
2 mm diameter. The powder consisted of spray-dried granules
composed of micron and submicrometer size α-alumina particles
with 5.2 vol% magnetite nanoparticles, which was confirmed with
XRD analysis. The specification of the granules is summarized in
Fig. 2.

While laser processing, the sample rotates at a speed of 50 Hz.
For each concentric circle, the laser scanning speed is adjusted
such that the relative speed of the laser spot on the powder bed
was 2 mm/s. Simultaneously, X-ray images were recorded at a
framerate of 20 kHz and 45 µs exposure time. For the reconstruc-
tion of the tomograms, the images were sorted into blocks of 200
projections acquired in a range from 0° to 180° and from 180° to

360° resulting in an effective frame rate of 100 tomograms per
second (tps).

Effect of laser power on the surface roughness and balling
effect. Various samples were manufactured with powers ranging
between P= 3.35–15.5W, corresponding to volume energy den-
sities of 310–1435 J/mm3. Movies showing the evolution of the
powder bed and the solidified layer during laser processing are
provided in Supplementary Movies SM1–SM8. Figure 3 shows six
representative snap shots for selected powers (P= 3.35, 7.4 and
14.5W). The perspective chosen for these images is indicated in
Fig. 1c, as the position “A”. The visualization is created as volume
rendering with contrast corresponding to the attenuation coeffi-
cient of the X-ray beam. The color map, the view angle, as well as
and the light and shadowing used for this rendering were adjusted
to enhance the visibility of the surface roughness. The color scale
corresponds to the linear attenuation coefficient, which depends
on the density of the studied material. The sectioned material
appears in red, while the material surface appears in green due to
the partial volume effect at the surface. The laser scanning pattern
starts from the inner ring for the samples manufactured with 3.35
and 7.4W and from the outermost ring for the 14.5W sample.

At P= 3.35W, the low energy density results in lower
temperatures, which leads to melting of small volumes of powder
that solidify quickly in the form of spherical features. This effect is
caused by the surface tension, which is inversely proportional to
the temperature22 and by insufficient wetting of the material of
the previous layer. In Supplementary Movies SM1 (3.35W), SM2
(4.3W) and SM3 (5.2W) it can be seen that the size of the “balls”
grows with increasing laser power and eventually for 6.3W
balling disappears, though a significant surface roughness is still
observed. Further increase of power leads to smoothing of the
surface, as observed in Fig. 3 at P= 14.5W and Supplementary
Movie SM8.

Effect of laser power on powder denudation. Figure 4 presents
selected time frames during processing of a single ring with laser
powers of 7.4W and 15.5W observed in the perspective illu-
strated by the position “B” in Fig. 1c. Images “before laser scan” in
Fig. 4 show the surface generated after solidification of the pre-
vious layer but before powder deposition (dark green for 7.4W

Fig. 1 Setup for operando tomographic microscopy during LPBF of ceramics. a Schematic of the LPBF device, b schematic of the rotational stage shaft
with a boron-nitride (BN) tube containing the sample substrate, processed sample and the powder layer deposited on top of the sample; c schematic
showing two perspectives A and B of 3D visualization of the powder bed used in following figures.
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and cyan for 15.5W). Images corresponding to the subsequent
time frames were obtained by overlapping the surface generated
for the previous layer and volume rendering of the sample in the
currently observed state, composed of the solidified part and the
powder. During processing with a power of 15.5W, the surface of
the previous layer is partly visible (as witnessed by the cyan areas
surrounding the melt pool), indicating the absence of both
powder or newly deposited material. This effect is caused by
powder denudation. Close inspection of this process in individual
frames demonstrates that the denudation zone is present both in
front and at the side of the melt pool. This shows that, after
stabilization of the melt pool, the laser beam does not interact
with the powder directly, but rather with the melt pool itself.
Strong denudation is very well visible in Supplementary
Movie SM10, showing the operando process presented in Fig. 4
for 15.5W, but also in Supplementary Movies SM7 and SM8
obtained for slightly lower laser power values, 13.2W and 14.5W,
respectively. At even lower energy densities, the molten phase
front remains in contact with the powder. At the lowest power the
laser interacts directly with the powder (Supplementary
Movies SM1 and SM2 for 3.35W and 4.3W). A similar effect was
observed by Florio et al.61 using a high-speed camera. Here, the
energy density was varied by changing laser scanning speed, while
keeping a constant laser power. It should be noted that the
observation of the powder denudation for higher laser power is
slightly affected by the rotation motion in the beginning of the
scan. Namely, it can be observed that during the first 0.35 s after
beginning of the laser scan, the denudation appears stronger on
the inner side of the ring track than on the outer side (Fig. 4
0–0.35 s for 15.5W).

The line plots in Fig. 4 present the evolution of the melt pool
width (red data points) and the width of the denudation zone
(blue data points) as a function of time. At 7.4W, the laser track
width (or denudation zone width) has a median of (372 ± 42) µm,
which is significantly narrower as compared to the track formed
at 15.5W, with a width of (545 ± 50) µm. The median values

obtained for the melt pool width are (213 ± 38) µm and (292 ± 25)
µm at 7.4W and 15.5W, respectively. Both the median values
and the standard deviations were evaluated for the measurements
shown in Fig. 4 after melt pool stabilization, while excluding the
values at the end of the laser scan.

3D visualization of the melt pool. Figure 5 compares repre-
sentative 3D renderings of the melt pool for laser powers of 7.4W
and 15.5W. The density of solid alumina at its melting point is
3.73 g/cm3, while for liquid alumina at its melting point it is
3.05 g/cm3,62. This difference allows segmentation of the liquid
(dark gray) and solid phase (light gray due to its higher density),
The samples processed at 15.5W exhibits smooth and flat layers
and a stable melt pool, which facilitates the material segmentation
process. In contrast, the significantly higher surface roughness of
the sample processed at 7.4W leads to an unstable melt pool,
which makes the segmentation process more challenging.

Figure 5 displays the volumes that have been selected for
material segmentation as well as surfaces generated for the
segmented liquid (green) and solid (purple) for 7.4W (Fig. 5a–d)
and 15.5W (Fig. 5e–i). Volume rendering for the selected volume
elements displayed together with overlapping surface indicating
the border of the liquid, show that for both power values the
segmentation corresponds well with the gray scale contrast.

The sample processed at 15.5W exhibits a melt pool length of
517 µm (measured for the time frame in Fig. 5e, tangentially to
the laser scan track), a width of 440 µm and a depth of 91 µm.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of the melt pool development
during the same laser scan over 100 ms. The average volume of
the liquid phase show for the presented time frames is
8.7.106 ± 0.4.106 µm3, demonstrating high stability of the melt
pool size in time. At 7.4W, the melt pool has a width of 240 µm, a
depth varying between 30–60 µm and a total volume of
1.7.106 ± 0.2.106 µm3, which is significantly smaller compared to
the melt pool obtained for 15.5W.

Fig. 2 Powder characterization by XRD and SEM. a Diffraction pattern of the powder: red line is the fitted curve to the experimental data (green markers).
The turquoise line shows fitting of the magnetite phase; b, c SEM images of the alumina granules with 5.2 vol% of magnetite; d macroscopic properties of
the starting powder.
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The shape of the horizontal (transverse) cross-section of the
melt pool is round and not elongated (Figs. 5 and 6), in contrast
to what is observed for LPBF processing of
metals22–25,34,37,43,63,64. In the cross-section in the sagittal plane
(vertical plane tangential to the laser scan track), the melt pool
appears very shallow and broad.

Mechanisms of porosity formation. Two types of porosity could
be detected: irregularly shaped lack-of-fusion pores and pores
with a spherical morphology. Figures 7 and 8 show volume
renderings and cross sections of samples processed with laser
powers of 7.4W and 15.5W, respectively. For a low energy
density corresponding to a power of 7.4W, the wetting between
the solid material (previous layer) and the liquid is poor. The
liquid cannot penetrate grooves of the rough surface, leaving
pores, as indicated by the pink arrows in Fig. 7d, e. The yellow
arrow points to a lack of fusion porosity, where the process has
started, and, apparently, there was poor wetting due to the low
temperature of the previous layer.

Figure 8 shows a similar analysis for the sample processed with
a laser power of 15.5W. Also here, a lack of fusion at the start of
the laser track (t= 0.05 s, Fig. 8a–d) is observed due to a rising
but still low temperature of the liquid (compared with melt pool
after longer laser processing) and the large difference in

temperature between the molten and solid material, as indicated
by pink arrows. At t= 0.75 s, the initial molten volume has
spread over a larger area and the melt pool becomes wider and
shallower. This is visible by comparison the cross-section at
t= 0.05 s (Fig. 8c, d) with the cross-section at t= 0.75 s.
(Fig. 8g, h). This can be ascribed to the increased temperature
of both layer and substrate, which results in a reduction of the
viscosity and surface tension, hence improved wetting. Even-
tually, the melt pool partially penetrates the previous deposited
layer, resulting in good fusion between the two layers. This is
reached after 0.2 s laser scanning. Thus, for high energy density,
porosity due to lack of fusion occurs only at the beginning of the
laser track. On the other hand, pores with spherical morphology
are observed appearing within the volume of the liquid (green
arrow in Fig. 8c).

Figures 9 and 10 show a volume rendering of a cropped volume
indicated by the pink frame in Fig. 8a for different time frames.
For each time frame, an enlarged picture of the segmented pores
observed in the liquified volume is added using different colors.
Dark green is used for pores located in the previous solidified
layer, while other colors are used for the pores observed at the
different time frames of the final layer. These images allow
following the evolution and removal of the porosity in the liquid
volume. In the absence of a keyhole formation, there are two

Fig. 3 3D visualization based on volume rendering of the powder bed during laser processing. The perspective is indicated in Fig. 1c, as the position “A”.
The color scale corresponds to the normalized linear attenuation coefficient. The sectioned material appears in red, while the material surface appears in
green due to the partial volume effect. The pink arrows indicate the approximate laser position.
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possible mechanisms to create such pores: formation of gas
bubbles and the presence of pre-existing pores inside the powder.
The difference between the boiling point of alumina (2980 °C)65

and its melting point (2072 °C)65 is relatively low. Therefore, it is
not unlikely that the boiling point is reached during laser

processing, resulting in the creation of gas bubbles. On the other
hand, SEM images of the powder (Fig. 2) reveal that some of the
spray-dried granules, in particular the larger ones, are hollow.
The injection of such granules into the melt pool can, therefore,
result in gas bubbles within the liquid phase.

Fig. 4 Effect of laser power on the laser track width and powder denudation. The perspective is top view of the powder bed, as illustrated by the position
“B” in Fig. 1c. Dark green and cyan illustrate the surfaces generated by solidification of the previous layer for 7.4W for 15.5W, respectively. The subsequent
time frames are obtained by overlapping the surface of the previous layer and volume rendering of the sample in the currently observed state. Visualization
of the last frame at t= 2.47 s does not contain the surface of the previous layer. Videos of the cross-section overview of the corresponding samples are
presented in Supplementary Movies SM9 (for 7.4W) and SM11 (for 15.5W). The line plots present the change in time of the melt pool width (red data
points) and the width of the denudation zone (blue data points) for the corresponding laser power.
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The bubbles observed in this experiment typically appear with
diameters between 10–40 µm. However, also larger pores can be
formed, due to the coalescence of bubbles that appear close to
each other, as it is illustrated in images for t= 0.05, 0.06 and
0.07 s. Most of the pores that appear inside the liquid move
toward the surface and escape. This is illustrated by the green
arrows in Fig. 9 for t= 0.12 s and t= 0.13 s. However, in some
cases the bubbles are trapped by the solidified material and
remain as residual pores.

Figure 10a presents the pore formation, after the melt pool has
stabilized, where it becomes wide and penetrates the material of
the previous layer. In the consecutive time frames, gas bubbles
frequently emerge. The vast majority of them appear at the edge
of the melt pool, mostly at its front, where the temperature is
highest, and the boiling point is most likely to be reached. Some

pores show up at the side of the melt pool (relative to the
scanning direction). This suggests that these gas bubbles are
introduced by the granules dragged into the molten phase. It
should be noted that with 2D imaging it is not always possible to
distinguish whether the bubbles appear on the side or in the
center of the melt pool.

Figure 10b shows the evolution of the spherical type of porosity
in the same volume of the sample presented in Figs. 9 and 10a,
taking into account both porosity created in the material during
deposition of the previous layers and the porosity appearing
during the current laser scan. The blue data points represent the
maximum of the equivalent diameter of the pores existing in the
corresponding time frame. The red data points correspond to an
average equivalent diameter and the yellow show the number of
pores observed in a current time frame.

Fig. 5 Melt pool visualization for laser powers of 7.4W and 15.5W. Volume rendering of a sample processed with 7.4W (a full sample volume;
b cropped volume used for material segmentation; c, d cross sections trough the melt pool). Volume rendering of a sample processed with 15.5W (e, f full
sample, g–i cropped volume used for material segmentation with cross sections trough the melt pool). The orange frame in (a) indicates the position of the
clipping plane presented in (c). The orange line in (f) indicates the clipping plane applied in (g–i). The surface of the material labeled as liquid is illustrated
in green. Purple corresponds to the solid phase for 15.5W. The gray scale corresponds to the linear attenuation coefficient.
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Discussion
In this study, the effect of laser power on the surface roughness,
powder denudation, melt pool development and porosity for-
mation mechanisms in LPBF processing of magnetite-modified
alumina was investigated. It was observed, that very low laser
power, and therefore insufficient energy density, leads to the
absence of a powder denudation zone and hence a direct inter-
action between laser and powder and to melting a relatively small
volume of the powder. The reached temperature is relatively low
and therefore the surface tension and viscosity is high, leading to

balling and significant surface roughness. In such cases, also poor
wetting between the liquid phase and solid part is observed,
which together with high roughness leads to significant porosity
formed due to lack of fusion between consecutive layers.

Increasing the energy density results in higher temperatures
and in the formation of a powder denudation zone around the
laser track. As a consequence, the laser light interacts directly with
the melt pool, and not with the powder. A larger amount of liquid
phase is obtained and higher temperatures in the melt pool are
reached. This, together with an increase of temperature of the

Fig. 6 Melt pool evolution visualization for subsequent time frames for 15.5W. The first 3 panels illustrate the top view. The plane indicated by the
orange line clips the volumes presented in perspective. Bottom picture is the superposition of the situations at different time steps. The colors correspond
to specific time frames.
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surrounding material, decreases surface tension and improves
wetting, and consequently leads to a smoother surface and
elimination of the porosity associated with lack of fusion. It is
clear that the formation of the powder denudation zone and
consequently creation of a melt pool on the substrate, with
simultaneous powder feeding into the melt pool is a favorable
mechanism. However, too high energy density leads to an
excessive denudation, and in such a case, a vast amount of
powder is consumed during scanning of the first laser track. It
was observed that in case of a pattern composed of concentric
rings, there was no powder available during scanning of the last
ring in the pattern. This resulted in a smooth, but uneven layer
with significantly higher edges, when scanning started from the
outermost ring.

It was observed that the denudation zone is present both in
front of and on both sides of the melt pool. This shows that the

laser beam does not interact with the powder directly, but rather
with the melt pool itself. The vapor jet created at the center of the
melt pool causes a zone of reduced pressure because of the Ber-
noulli effect. This entrains ambient gas, thereby dragging sur-
rounding particles into the melt pool, which results in a zone
depleted of powder33.

For laser power of 15.5W both the melt pool width and
denudation zone width are significantly larger than for power
7.4W. Also the difference between melt pool and the denudation
zone widths is larger for the higher power. In both cases it can be
observed how the melt pool and denudation zone grow at the
very beginning of the laser processing to reach certain size, which
fluctuates over the laser scan, mainly due to roughness of the
material below. Interestingly, the denudation shows even stronger
fluctuations, especially in case of higher laser power. This is
related to uneven surface resulting in uneven powder layer and

Fig. 7 Porosity caused by lack of fusion between consecutive layers due to poor wetting for the sample processed with a power of 7.4W. a Surface
generated after solidification of the previous layer, b a volume rendering of the partially processed new layer at t= 0.75 s. In (c), the planes A and B are
indicating the cross sections shown in (d) and (e). These images are a combination of the surface generated after solidification of the previous layer shown
in (a) and a volume rendering of the sample after t= 0.75 s. Thus, the cross sections shown in (d) and (e) show the situation shortly after solidification of
the material with a visible contour of the surface of the previous layer. The video in Supplementary Movie SM9 presents the corresponding cross sections.

Fig. 8 Porosity due to volume evaporation and lack of fusion for a sample processed with a power of 15.5W. a Volume rendering at t= 0.05 s, including
the position of the planes A, B, and C for which the cross sections are shown in (b–d). e Volume rendering at t= 0.75 s and the planes D, E and F for which
the cross sections are visualized in (f–h). The video in Supplementary Movie SM11 presents the corresponding cross sections.
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ability to move larger amounts of powder due to stronger gas
flow. It can be observed that for larger power, the melt pool size
becomes larger in the end of the ring, which is a zone already
depleted in powder.

4D imaging allows for quantitative analysis of the porosity
evolution. High energy density eliminates the formation of lack of
fusion porosity, except for the beginning of the laser scan, when
the temperature of the melt pool and the substrate is still rising.
On the other hand, for this case, more pores with spherical
morphology were observed appearing within the liquid phase.
Such spherical pores had been observed in previous ex situ stu-
dies, and due to their shape, it was expected that they could be
related to the keyhole formation in the melt pool, however this
study shows that it was not the case. It was observed that most of
such bubbles float to the surface and escape, however, some
bubbles can be trapped during solidification of the surrounding
material, resulting in spherical porosity. As it can be seen in the
plots in Fig. 10b, the average size of pores of this type is relatively

stable, while the maximum size of pores significantly fluctuates.
In the plot showing the maximum pore equivalent diameter
changes as a function of time, we can observe sudden changes
that can be associated with what is observed in the images. For
instance, an increase of diameter at t= 0.06 s, when the coales-
cence of gas bubbles occurred, or sudden decrease at t= 0.13 s
when the large gas bubble reached the surface of the liquid and
could escape. The number of pores illustrated by the yellow curve
in Fig. 10 shows that significant increase in porosity takes place
mainly at the beginning of the laser scan, and once the melt pool
is stabilized, in this case at about t= 0.2 s, there is no significant
increase of the number of pores. This can be explained with the
fact that after this time the melt pool is broad and shallow enough
that almost all the gas bubbles escape to the surface of the liquid.
At the beginning of the scan the molten volume has more
roundish shape and the distance of the gas bubbles to the surface
can be too large to escape before the solidification. Additionally,
at the beginning of the laser scan the temperature is lower, which

Fig. 9 Visualization of porosity appearing inside the molten material in the beginning of the laser scanning with power 15.5W. The upper image of each
time frame shows volume rendering of a cropped volume indicated by the pink frame in Fig. 8a with a gray scale adjusted the way that powder is almost
transparent, the solid and liquid phase are visible, but with transparency allowing to see the pores close to the surface. The bottom image of each frame
shows only the material labeled as porosity. Dark green corresponds to porosity in the solid material of the previous layer, while other colors illustrate the
pores in the liquid.
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is associated with slightly higher surface tension and viscosity66,
additionally hindering the movement of the gas bubbles to the
surface. This observation shows that this type of porosity in such
conditions is produced mainly in the beginning of the laser scan.

Analysis of the melt pool shape for different laser powers
revealed that increasing power leads to an increase of the hor-
izontal melt pool size, but less to an increase of its depth.
Remarkably, even for high energy densities up to 1435 J/mm3 (for
the used laser scanning parameters corresponding to the power of
15.5W), the top surface of the melt pool remains relatively flat,
and in the cross-section in the sagittal plane, the melt pool
appears very shallow and broad, which is in contrast to
simulations22–24,54,67 and in situ 2D imaging experiments per-
formed for metallic systems34,52,54,63,68. For metals, it was

demonstrated that the dynamics of the melt pool and therefore its
shape is defined by the recoil pressure, Marangoni convection,
surface tension and buoyancy. The recoil force that appears after
the liquid starts to evaporate is dominant67 and causes depression
of the melt pool, in other words a concave shape of the top
surface. Increasing the energy density results in a stronger
depression, which eventually leads to the creation of a keyhole.
Given that the energy density is high enough, this occurs for
metals regardless of the scanning speed, since similar effects have
been described even for stationary experiments69.

The energy density does not, take into account any material
properties, therefore, an approach for the melt pool behavior
prediction using a dimensionless parameter of normalized
enthalpy was adopted for LPBF70,71. It was originally proposed by

Fig. 10 Pore evolution at 15.5W. a Visualization of porosity appearing inside the molten material after stabilization of the melt pool. Images show volume
rendering of a cropped volume indicated by the pink frame in Fig. 8a with a gray scale adjusted the way that powder is almost transparent, the solid and
liquid phase are visible, but with transparency allowing to see the pores close to the surface. Yellow contour indicates the melt pool position. Pores typically
appear at the front of the melt pool and less frequently at its sides, but in both cases, close to the melt pool edge. b Porosity evolution during laser scanning
time 0–0.52 s.
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Hann et al. for prediction of the laser weld properties72. The
normalized enthalpy (ΔHhs ) is described by the following formula:
ΔH
hs

¼ AP
hs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

πDvσ3
p , where A is absorptivity, P is laser power, hs is

enthalpy at melting, D is thermal diffusivity of the molten
material, σ is the laser spot radius (in this case 67.5 μm), and v is
the laser scanning speed (2 mm/s). D can be calculated as D ¼ κ

ϱl cl
,

and hs ¼ cðTm � T0Þϱ. For the calculation of the normalized
enthalpy and its threshold for the keyhole mode, the parameters
of the material used in this work were assumed to be very close to
pure alumina, except for the absorptivity. The used parameters
and their values are summarized in Table 1.

According to the proposed criteria for the keyhole threshold70:
ΔH
hs

> πTb
Tm

, the keyhole mode for LPBF of alumina should occur for
ΔH
hs

> 4:4. However, even for the highest used power 15.5W in this
work, for which the ΔH

hs
is in range from 21.7 to 31 (assuming

absorptivity in range from 0.7 to 1), still no keyhole was observed.
This indicates that the proposed model does not apply in the case
of the alumina and that the more universal model should include
not only thermodynamical properties of material, but also ther-
mophysical properties, such as viscosity and surface tension.

The lack of depression in the melt pool of alumina in the
presented experiments indicates that the influence of the recoil
pressure in this case is less pronounced. Cullom et al.67 concluded
that in case of stainless steel, the LPBF process operates in the
conduction, transition and keyhole mode for recoil forces below
0.5 mN, between 0.5 and 8 mN, and above 10 mN, respectively.
An experiment performed with a similar ceramic powder as in
this experiment, and using a similar laser (532 nm, 1.5 ns pulse,
300 kHz repetition rate) with a power of 5.75W, showed a much
lower recoil force value of 0.018 mN, which was confirmed by
simulations73 and explains the lack of the melt pool depression in
the studied system. The very low recoil pressure is in part due to
the low duty cycle of 0.045% of the pulsed laser. In between
pulses, the energy can dissipate over a large volume, resulting in
the observed round shape of the melt pool. Moreover, the
observed melt pool shape can be caused by either the significantly
lower scanning speed and/or by the higher viscosity of molten
alumina (about 30 mPa s66) compared to that of metal alloys
(5 mPa s for steel69, 1.3 mPa s for Al74). Similar effect of was
observed by Leung et al.46, who observed significantly smaller
length and depth of the melt pool for high viscosity bioactive
glass, as compared with low viscosity steel.

The above presented interpretation needs further investigation
and a direct comparison with numerical simulations, together
with crack evolution analysis, will be the scope of our further
research. Moreover, the presented 4D experiments have a great
potential to provide input needed for development of numerical
modeling of the melt pool dynamics.

Methods
Material. The powder used in this study is composed of spray-
dried granules produced from a bimodal mixture of micron and

submicron sized α-alumina particles with 5.0 vol% of iron oxide
nanoparticles in form of hematite (Spherical α/γ-Fe2O3, L2715D,
BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany) before reduction, which
resulted in 5.2 vol% of magnetite after reduction. A detailed
description of the process of powder synthesis can be found in
ref. 17. The addition of the iron oxide particles was found to
improve laser absorptivity5,16,17. Before the LPBF processing, the
granules were heated up in a reducing atmosphere to 500 °C with
a heating rate of 5 °C/min and cooled down immediately after
reaching the target temperature with the same rate. As a result,
the hematite phase was reduced to magnetite. This was confirmed
by an XRD measurement, performed in Bragg–Brentano geo-
metry using a Bruker AXS D8 ADVANCE diffractometer with a
Cu-Kα X-ray source. The data were acquired in a 2θ range of
10–100° with a step of 0.02° and 1 s exposure time per step. The
TOPAS Bruker AXS software was used for identification of
crystallographic phases, as presented in Fig. 2a.

At such a short processing time and low temperature, no
sintering or significant morphology changes of the granules were
expected. To confirm that, the shape of the granules and their
microstructure were investigated by scanning electron micro-
scopy (VEGA3 Tescan, Tescan instruments, Czech Republic).
Figure 2b, c presents the structure and morphology of the
granules after reduction, and Fig. 2d summarizes the properties of
the powder after reduction.

LPBF setup and laser scanning strategy. The setup for operando
tomographic microscopy during LPBF processing is equipped
with a 20W pulsed laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and a pulse
duration of 1.5 ns (IPG GLPM-20, United States). A galvoscanner
(Raylase, Germany) with an f-θ lens guides the laser beam to the
powder bed placed on the sample stage. Figure 1 presents a
simplified schematic of the setup, and Fig. 11 shows the setup
mounted at the TOMCAT beamline. The pulse repetition rate
was fixed to 300 kHz. The laser spot diameter used throughout
the whole experiment was 135 μm and had a Gaussian profile,
while the laser power was varied during the experiment. The
powder layer thickness was 40 µm. The energy densities were
calculated as E ¼ W=2rvd, where W stands for the laser power, r
is the laser spot radius, v the scanning speed and d the layer
thickness.

The in-house built sample stage contains a rotation brushless
DC-servomotor with an optical encoder purchased from
FAULHABER MINIMOTOR SA and a boron-nitride (BN) tube
with inner and outer diameters (ID and OD) of 3 mm and 5mm
serving as powder bed. A substrate in form of either alumina
foam (70% porosity) or ex situ processed alumina part, is fixed on
the shaft of the rotation motor inside the BN cylinder. The setup
is equipped with a manual powder layer deposition system based
on a manual stage with a precision of 2 μm. The scanning pattern
was composed of 5 concentric circles with 200 μm hatch spacing,
resulting in building cylindrical samples of 2 mm diameter. The
laser scanning speed was 2 mm/s with respect to the sample. This

Table 1 Material parameters used for calculation of the normalized enthalpy.

Parameter Value Comments

A 0.7–1 0.7 is the value measured for 1 vol% of iron oxide doping5,17

κ 7.5Wm−1 K−1 Thermal conductivity at temperature close to the melting point77,78

ϱ 3.73 g cm−3 Density of solid alumina at melting point62

ϱl 3.05 g cm−3 Density of liquid alumina at melting point62

c 1.38 J g−1 K−1 Specific heat capacity of solid alumina at temperature close to the melting point79

cl 1.89 J g−1 K−1 Specific heat capacity of liquid alumina at temperature close to the melting point79

Tm 2345 K Melting temperature of alumina
Tb 3250 K Boiling temperature of alumina
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was the relative speed of the laser spot on the powder bed,
meaning that for different ring diameters the actual laser spot was
moving with different linear speeds that were equal to 2π*50
Hz*(ring radius)+ 2 mm/s.

Obtaining high frame rate tomographic acquisition implies
additional challenges due to the high-speed rotation of the
system, which results in high centrifugal forces making it
challenging to keep the powder bed stable. Since the powder
used for the experiment exhibits a very good flowability, the risk
of moving the powder to the edges of the cylinder due to the
centrifugal forces had to be mitigated. First, the effect of
centrifugal force is minimized by using a small (3 mm) diameter
powder bed. Secondly, pilot studies showed that the maximum
rotational speed, for which the powder inside the 3 mm ID tube
remains stable, is in the range of 1300–1500 rpm (25 Hz). To
further improve the acquisition frame rate, a small neodymium
magnet (2.8 mm diameter, 5 mm high cylinder) was placed below
the sample substrate (between the motor shaft and the substrate).
The magnetic properties of the absorption additive in alumina
powder in form of a magnetite allowed to increase the rotation
speed to 50 Hz, while still keeping the powder bed stable. The
magnetic field was kept as low as possible by adjusting the
substrate thickness, to avoid its influence on the laser manu-
facturing process. The applied magnetic field was just enough to
deposit up to 20 layers, after which it was too weak to keep the
powder in place. The role of the magnetic field was crucial
especially during the transient acceleration of the rotation motor,
but its effect on the laser processing is negligible, because of the
low Curie temperature of magnetite, which is 580 °C, and hence is
far below the temperatures occurring during the laser processing.

Operando tomography. Operando tomographic microscopy was
performed at the TOMCAT beamline of the Swiss Light Source
(SLS) at the Paul Scherrer Institute. The polychromatic X-ray

beam is generated by a 2.9 T bending magnet and filtered by
5 mm glassy carbon (Sigradur) and 1 mm Si to remove the low
energy fraction. This minimizes potential beam hardening arte-
facts. The details of the beam spectrum can be found in ref. 60.
The projections were recorded by a detector setup composed of a
150 μm thick LuAG:Ce scintillator, a high numerical aperture
macroscope (Optique Peter) with a ×4 magnification and the
gigabit fast readout system for tomography (GigaFRoST camera)
visible in Fig. 11a75. This in-house designed detector system
allows for continuous data transfer at up to 7.7 GB/s to a data
backend server enabling high-speed acquisition over an extended
period of time. The effective pixel size was 2.75 μm and the field
of view (FOV) was 912 × 180 (in pixels). The images were
recorded during continuous sample stage rotation with 50 Hz,
over up to 10 s with an acquisition rate of 20 kHz and 45 µs
exposure time. During the experiments, the rotation motor was
started prior to the laser scanning. Several seconds after reaching
50 Hz, the laser scan was started with sending a trigger at the
same time to the camera to start the acquisition.

For the reconstruction, the images were sorted into blocks of
200 projections acquired in a range from 0 to 180 and from 180 to
360 resulting in 100 tomograms per second (tps). For this
acquisition and a laser scanning speed of 2 mm/s, the laser spot
moves by 20 μm per tomogram, which is significantly less than
the laser spot size of 135 μm. For each set of laser parameters,
data acquisition was performed several (minimum 3) times.

The achieved spatial resolution for static features, like cracks
and porosity in solid material was below 10 microns. However,
the spatial resolution of dynamic features depends on the speed of
their movement. The resolution for observation of the melt pool
is limited by the distance that it moves during acquisition of a full
tomogram, which results in blurring of the liquid-solid interface
over this distance.

Reconstruction and data analysis. The tomograms were recon-
structed with the “gridrec” algorithm76. Further data reduction
and analysis including material segmentation and visualization
were performed using ImageJ, Matlab and Avizo 9.4.

Data availability
Representative samples of the research data are given in the figures. Furthermore,
datasets generated and/or analyzed during this study are published on https://doi.org/10.
16907/d64d2e8c-b593-47b8-ab90-4ddbd19bedb5.
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